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Proposed General Education Program

Report on a Proposed
General Education Program
December 18, 1996
TO: Sam Schuman, Academic Dean
FROM: Jim Togeas, GEC Chair
SUBJECT: Report on a Proposed General Education Program
During fall quarter, the General Education Committee met eleven times and held four forums about the general
education program under semesters. Although we didn't finish a proposal, we're close to having one. In this
report I describe the unfinished state of our deliberations, what remains to be done, and provide some rationale
and observations. Please understand that this is my report, a sort of executive summary (a highfalutin phrase),
and not the Committee's. Naturally, I attempt to be true to its stance and intent, but the committee membership
has not had an opportunity to review this report, so it is entirely possible that I have misunderstood or
misinterpreted them. If that happens, I hope it's rare.
The Unfinished General Education Program (GEP) Proposal
It consists of three parts: a proposed series of requirements; a proposal to simplify the system of approval of
courses for the GEP; and a proposal to modify the descriptions of major programs.
The Proposed Series of Requirements. We present this as a revision of ProsPer. At this time, the GEC has not
come to agreement on the requirements in square brackets.
I. The Common Experience. 2 credits.
II. Process Requirements. 1-17 credits. [1-18 cr]
A. College Writing. 0-4 credits.
B. Foreign Language. 0-8 credits.
C. Mathematical/Logical Reasoning. 0-4 credits.
D. Performance. 1 credit.
[E. Wellness. 0-1 credit.]
III. Expanding Perspectives. 28 credits. [32 cr]
[A. The Self. 4 credits.]
B. History. 4 credits.
C. Behavioral and Social Sciences. 4 credits.
D. Humanities. 4 credits.
E. Fine Arts. 4 credits.
F. Physical and Biological Sciences (with lab). 4 credits.
G. The Global Village. 8 credits from two areas.
1. Human Diversity.
2. People and the Environment.
3. The International Perspective.
4. Ethical and Social Implications of Technology.
A Proposal to Simplify the Approval of Courses for the GEP. We will propose discontinuing the current practice
of having criteria-based approval of courses by the General Education Committee.
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A Proposal to Modify the Descriptions of Majors. Under ProsPer we have what are known as the C2 and W
requirements. We will propose moving these out of general education and into the major. In effect, in the
description of each major there would be a statement about how students majoring in that area formally acquire
computing and writing skills.
Tasks Remaining
Courses or Credits? Will we require one course in, say, the Logical/Mathematical Reasoning category? Or four
credits? The GEC hasn't decided. I wrote the requirement in terms of credits in order to keep the description
simple.
Goals. We will write an educational goal for each category in the GEP.There are two reasons beyond the selfevident one that we need to state what students are supposed to get out of general education: 1) goals will shape
the assessment of the program; and 2) goals will shape the approval process.
Approval Process. Evidently we need to do this since we will propose discontinuing the current process.
Requirements. The GEC will make a decision on the Wellness and Self categories.
Some Rationale, Some Observations
A Constraint. Under our current quarter system, a student takes 36 5-credit courses to graduate, but under the
future semester system will take 30 4-credit courses. This loss of six courses constrains what we can do.
A Possible Speaking Requirement. The GEC deliberated on an Oral Communications requirement under Process.
Oral Communication would be a course in speaking or small group communication or interpersonal
communication taught in the Speech Communication discipline. The GEC consulted with Professors Farrell and
Bezanson about resources, and concluded that UMM doesn't have the resources to put this requirement in place.
Please understand that the decision made on the basis of resources is that of the GEC, and shouldn't be attributed
to Professors Farrell or Bezanson. The idea of moving the S2 requirement into the major is not attractive.
Minnesota Transfer Curriculum. Our revision of ProsPer aligns our GEP much more closely to the Minnesota
Transfer Curriculum (MNTC). The specifics appear below.
Mapping. A task facing all of us is to map requirements from quarters to semesters. Mapping is a convenient
vehicle for making observations and providing rationale. I'll start from the trivial and work towards the complex.
P2, College Writing I and II-->II.A., College Writing.
P6, Foreign Language-->II.B., Foreign Language.
[E1, Self-->III.A., Self]
[E5,Wellness-->II.E., Wellness]
E10, Abstract Systems-->II. C., Mathematical/Logical Reasoning. The title "on the semester map" is from the
Minnesota Transfer Curriculum. You will observe that we have mapped from Perspectives to Process--this is
more of a "skill" category according to the GEC.
Similarly, we have mapped E7, Performance from Perspectives to Process.
C1, Computing-->III.G.4, Ethical and Social Implications of Technology. The Computer Science discipline has
proposed replacing its C1 courses by a two credit course entitled Ethical and Social Implications of Technology.
The GEC has, in effect, made the course into a category and put it under the Global Village heading. If the
Assembly adopts this GEP, then other disciplines may see an opportunity to develop courses for this category.
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The Computer Science hopes that will be the case. The nearest MNTC category is Ethical and Civic
Responsibility.
E6, Analysis and Interpretation (of the arts) & E8, Arts and Culture-->III.D., Humanities and III.E., Fine Arts.
This is more than a simple mapping; it's a significant rearrangement. The goals of the GEP ought to be clear.
Although the distinction between E6 and E8 is clear on paper, it is lost in practice. It is particularly muddied by
the fact that many courses carry both the E6 and E8 designations, so the way that a course with those
designations is used to satisfy the requirements of ProsPer is, so to speak, a coin-toss. By contrast, the proposed
Humanities requirement is for a course in literature or philosophy, whereas Fine Arts calls for a course in music,
theater arts, studio art or possibly other areas. In practice, those are much more distinct than the E6 and E8
categories. The Minnesota Transfer Curriculum has a category, Humanites and the Fine Arts. Professor Farrell
tells me that the Humanities Division has the resources to meet the demands imposed by these two categories.
E9, The Natural World-->III.F., Biological and Physical Sciences. Besides a mapping this is a narrowing.
Sometimes only by narrowing can we guarantee breadth of experience. Under ProsPer, one can satisfy E9
without taking a biological or physical science. The III. F. requirement is for only four credits, which is a byproduct of the aforementioned constraint. By narrowing we guarantee that graduates will have a lab course in a
physical or biological science. The MNTC category is Natural Sciences. Under the MNTC goal is the statement,
"Students should be encouraged to study both the biological and physical sciences."
E2, Historical Perspectives and E4, Social Institutions-->III.B, History and III.C, Behavioral and Social
Sciences. Of course, this is not a simple mapping; it is also a broadening of the Social Institutions category.
Behavioral and social sciences spans a huge range of subjects, but then, so does biological and physical sciences.
It simply does not seem feasible to subdivide III. C. into two categories without also subdividing III. F. into two,
and perhaps one would want to do the latter first. History and the Social and Behavioral Sciences is a MNTC
category.
At this point, the notion of mapping gets somewhat artificial, but very roughly, I conclude with the mapping E3,
Different Cultures and Non-Western Focus-->III. G, The Global Village. However, this new category is so
different from what we have under ProsPer that is requires a separate discussion.
The Global Village. 1) Relationship to the MNTC. Global Perspectives, Human Diversity, and People and the
Environment are MNTC categories. The Global Perspectives category is closely related to what we have termed
The International Perspective.
2) Draft Goals. The GEC has not discussed the following draft goals, but I think that they will help you to see
the direction in which the GEC is moving. For the Global Village: To increase students' understanding of human
diversity in this country and abroad, and of the effect on all people of global issues of environment, economics,
politics and technology. For Human Diversity: To increase students' understanding of individual and group
differences (e. g. race, gender, class) and their knowledge of the traditions and values of various groups in the
United States. I wrote the first. The second is from the MNTC.
3) Relationship to ProsPer. Now we can clarify the mapping E3, Non-W--> The Global Village: the former are
subsumed by the latter but lose some degree of prominence.
4) Interdisciplinary Opportunities. At the fall quarter forums, I presented the program favored by last year's
GEC. A number of people said that there were too few opportunities for interdisciplinary courses. The Global
Village category provides many opportunities.
5) People and the Environment. Do we have the resources to cover this? There can be little doubt. Let me note
that our presupposition is that the Division of Science and Mathematics will carry the major load here, but
suitable courses are by no means confined to that Division. As we surveyed the present and nascent level of
environmental course activity in Science and Mathematics, it seemed that we nearly had the resources to support
an entirely separate category on the environment.
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6) Human Diversity. There seem to be two broad views on how to integrate this subject into the curriculum. a)
The high-profile approach. One has a separate course in which diversity is a major course theme. Then the topic
is taught with breadth and rigor. b) The low-profile approach. Diversity is a minor component in many of the
core general education courses so that the topic is part of the core. Otherwise, it gets "marginalized." In one
sense, the human diversity category in the proposed GEP is high-profile, but in another it's low-profile in getting
integrated into a group of issues which ought to concern all people, but especially liberally educated ones.
Notes about the Approval Process for Expanding Perspectives Courses. For ¤ III. B.-F., approval will be simple.
For example, for III. F., any biology, chemistry, geology, natural science (the category to replace physical
science) or physics course with lab would satisfy the requirement unless explicitly excluded. For courses under
the Global Village, the process of approval will be driven by the goals that are adopted. In some instances,
matching the goal to the course ought to be almost automatic--evidently, courses on the environment would be
such an example. On the other hand, there might be instances where the matching of goal and course gets sticky.
Nonetheless, it is apparent that the approval process will be much simpler than what we have now.
Is the Proposed GEP Overly Prescriptive? If one holds to the one-third, one-third, one-third model of a degree
program, one might conclude that the GEP is overly prescriptive. That model says that one-third of the courses
should be in the major, one-third specified by the GEP and one-third free electives. One-third means 40 credits,
but in the "worst-case" scenario, the above GEP specifies 47 credits, which could become 52 if both the
Wellness and Self categories are added. I have two comments on this point.
In many instances, students will satisfy parts of the GEP as they take courses in the major. Biology might be an
extreme case: in completing the major, the student must take a laboratory biology class (III.F), some calculus
(II.C) and an ecology class (III.G.2). Most majors would effect such "savings," although not to that degree. The
Elementary Education major might be a "worst-case" scenario, a major with "no savings," although licensure
now requires students to take courses in the GEP areas anyway.
Of course, if we want to reduce the degree of prescriptiveness, then we must either cut something out or go to a
completely different model. It's too late for this GEC to do the latter. In adopting ProsPer in the first place, the
Assembly saw something of value in a model of the type that we are proposing. If that is true, then what do we
cut to make the program less prescriptive? I think that the pressure will be to add or replace, but not to cut.
Notes about Modifying the Descriptions of Majors. There are four reasons. 1) Simplifying the approval process.
Currently, C2 and W courses go through a series of criteria-based approval steps involving the discipline,
division, GEC, Curriculum Committee and Assembly. This seems overly-elaborate. 2) Simpifying the
governance system. By removing these from general education, it will be easier to drop the GEC as an adjunct
committee. The Consultative Committee said we ought to simplify campus governance. 3) Availability of W
courses. It is evident that there are more courses in the curriculum which might be used to satisfy the W
requirement than carry the W designation. The reason is simple. Instructors can't afford to have students
"flooding" the course for the sole purpose of obtaining the W credit. It's easy to cite examples. C2 courses are in
short supply, perhaps for a similar reason. If the computing and writing requirements are moved into the major,
the greater availability of these courses is likely to become manifest. 4) Appropriate experiences. Instructors in
the area of the major are well-positioned to know what sorts of writing and computing experiences their majors
ought to be getting.
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